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Market Overview The deteriorating US-China relation has caused global stock markets to 
tumble. SHCOMP lost 5.5% and HSI plunged 871pts to 29,209 with 
HKD137b turnover. It is reported that China will send a delegation to the 
US this week, but the outcome is hard to predict, especially with Trump’s 
tough stance. Market is expected to rebound today and future direction 
will largely depend on the outcome of the trade deal. Assuming the trade 
talk fails, we don’t think the correction is over yet, there should be more 
downside. Investors should stay patient and observe the development 
before entering the market.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

China Online Sales 
Internet sector 1Q19 results are expected to be weak given the weak macro environment and seasonality. 
However, the macro showed signs of improvement in March with online sales rebounding to 25% YoY. 
Related stocks: Alibaba (BABA US); JD.com (JD US).  
 
China Steel Sector 
Tangshan government at Hebei has introduced strict emission control on pollution sources in the city, 
including the steel, cement and glasses industries, in order to improve air quality and ensure it meets the 
full-year air pollution prevention. Given that Tangshan city accounts for ~10% of China’s crude steel 
production, if the policy is fully executed, the impact could be as significant. Also, other northern cities 
in China may follow the same policy. Meanwhile, steel demand has started to recover, may see higher 
ASP in 2Q & 3Q. Related stocks: Maanshan Iron (323 HK), Angang Steel (347 HK).  

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Ping An (2318 HK) 
Going forward, Ping An Life will constantly improve its product mix to promote business. Of which, Ping 
An Life continues to drive the smart transformation and upgrade under the “technology +” strategy. Ping 
An Life upgrades smart management of its sales agent team with core applications including AI-based 
Screening and Smart Personalized Training.  
 
Zijin Mining (2899 HK) 
Management guided 2019 gold production of 40t, copper production of 350kt and zinc production of 
380kt, representing 10-41% YoY growth due to consolidation of newly acquired projects and expansion of 
existing mines.  
 
Huadian Fuxin (816 HK) 
Company released 1Q19 operational data (1) hydro power generation experienced a strong rebound by 
61% YoY, while coal power generation was squeezed by 26% lower YoY; (2) wind power generation 
declined 7% YoY due to weaker wind resources in northern China; (3) distributed power generation also 
experienced YoY decline by 5.5% as new units still need time to ramp up output. In aggregate, total 
power generation increased by 1.5% YoY in 1Q19.  
 
GZ Baiyunshan Pharma (874 HK) 
Company has built full industry chain coverage with four major healthcare businesses. Its TCM/health 
segments are to be fuelled by Jinge (chemical drug) and Wanglaoji brand. Meanwhile, its distribution 



segment will continue to provide steady growth.  
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